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The primary intent of this paper is to examine the Aid to
Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program reform measures imple¬
mented over the years to address the issue of dependency. As a back¬
ground to AFDC, the paper traces the history of the program from its
inception down to the present. The study is significant because it
brings to light the controversy surrounding the AFDC program.
The major findings of this paper are: (1) AFDC has become a
program that permits able-bodied adults to chose welfare over work;
(2) reform measures implemented on the federal level were inadequate
to provide recipients with the requisite skills for employment; and
(3) it is left to the states to develop their own reform measures.
In conducting this study, the writer used primary and secondary
sources of data. The primary sources consists of interviews with
officials in the Georgia Department of Human Resources and the Social
Security Administration. Secondary sources consists of books,
periodicals and government documents.
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The passage of the Social Security Act on August 14, 1985,
under the presidency of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, was the first
piece of social welfare legislation resulting from the depression and
the New Deal. The Act represented a landmark in American political
and social history, reflecting a shift from public, governmental con¬
cern for property rights to a concern for the rights of people and,
consequently, extending federal responsibility for social welfare.^
The underlying premise of the Social Security Act was to:
... provide for the general welfare by establishing a
system of federal old-age benefits, and by enabling
the several states to make more adequate provision for
aged persons, blind persons, dependent and crippled
children, maternal and child welfare, public health
and the administration of their unemployment compen¬
sation laws.2
The Social Security Act of 1935 has been amended over the years in
order to broaden the scope of services that the government was to
provide. Through the amending process various programs were estab¬
lished to protect wage earners and their dependents from loss of
income because of unemployment, old age, disability or death; to
June Axinn and Herman Levin, Social Welfare: A History of
the American Response to Need (New York: Harper and Row, Publishers,
Inc., 1975), p. 183.
O
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Social Secu¬
rity Administration nnd Bureau of Public Assistance, Public Assist¬
ance Under the Social Security Act, by Kathryn D. Goodwin (Washing-
ton, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1961), p. 1.
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protect children from health hazards of infancy and early childhood,
from crippling illness, and from social maladjustments; and to help
groups of people least able to protect themselves from the effects of
3
want. Under the provisions of the Social Security Act, the federal
government shares in the cost of four major types of categorical
assistance: (I) Old-Age Assistance and Medical Assistance for the
Aged; (II) Aid to Dependent Children; (III) Aid to the Blind; and (IV)
Aid to the Permanently and Totally Disabled. As part of the Social
Security system in the United States, the primary goal of the public
assistance programs is to provide persons in need with the income
needed to supplement their own resources.
In reviewing all the public assistance programs previously
listed, the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) accounts
for more than half of all welfare recipients. It is the largest,
4
most expensive, and most rapidly growing of all the welfare programs.
The number of families receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Child¬
ren grew from 787,000 in 1960 to almost 3.8 million in December 1986.
The total number of recipients rose from 3.0 million to 11.0 million
5
during the same period.
^Ibid., p. 1.
^Congress, House, Committee for Economic Development, Subcom¬
mittee on Poverty and the Welfare System, Improving the Public Welfare
System, by the Research and Policy Committee (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1970), p. 33.
^Department of Health and Human Services, Social Secutity
Administration, "Fast Facts and Figures About Social Security,"
Social Security Bulletin, vol. 50, no. 5 (May 1987), p. 22.
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The continuous increases in the number of AFDC recipients
have brought about radically different reactions from both proponents
and critics of the program. In response to these different reactions,
several reform measures have been implemented to reduce the caseload
of the AFDC program. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to
examine the AFDC program reform measures implemented over the years.
The analysis and discussion are presented in six parts. Part
I presents the Introduction. The Problem and Its Setting is described
in Part II. Part III presents the Statement of the Problem. The
Literature Review is presented in Part IV. The Methodology is pre¬
sented in Part V. Part VI presents the analysis. In Part VII, the
Conclusions and Recommendations are presented.
II. THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING
The Agency
The Decatur District Office is a unit of the Social Security
Administration operating under the direction of the Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS). There are over 1,300 district
offices throughout the country. The Decatur District Office was
opened in January 1968.^ A District Office is the major source of
contact with the general public. Everything from taking initial
claims to servicing individuals already entitled to Social Security
and Supplemental Security Insurance Benefits, is handled there. The
Decatur District Office currently has forty-five employees who are
divided among the following six units:
Managerial.-consists of the District Manager and the Assist¬
ant District Manager. Their basic functions are: to administer all
phases of the social insurance program in a district which is char¬
acterized by a volume of Social Security activities that affect a
large to very large populated area.
Cl aims Representatives.-adjudicates claims; provides tech¬
nical guidance to other employees; makes binding or final decisions;
interviews claimants, recipients, beneficiaries, the public, using
appropriate language; explains rights, alternatives and
^Interview with Joseph Caldv/ell, Acting District Manager,
Social Security Administration, Decatur, Georgia, 12 August 198".
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responsibilities to claimants, recipients, beneficiaries; directs
people to other agencies as appropriate and identifies and resolves
case discrepancies.
Services Representatives.-interviews claimants, recipients,
beneficiaries, the public, using appropriate language; makes re¬
entitlement/reinstatement determinations; records data and/or tran¬
scribes data or information from one source to another form; and
applies technical knowledge to problems.
Data Review Technicians.-records and transcribes data from
one source to another form; performs computations; identifies and
resolves case discrepancies; receives training; and provides tech¬
nical guidance to other employees.
Development Clerk.-reviews files and documents for complete¬
ness and accuracy; requests supporting evidence; abstracts data from
documents; prepares certification; refers complex issues and dis¬
crepancies to claims representatives and service representatives or
to supervisory personnel.
Administrative Aide.-serves as the personal secretary to the
managerial unit and handles the time record for each employee within
the office.
Internship Experience
The writer interned with the Decatur District Office of the
Social Security Administration in Region IV, Atlanta, Georgia. The
period of the internship was from March 3, 1987 through September 11,
6
1987. The intern was assigned the grade of 6b-7 and the title of
Claims Representative Trainee. Direct Supervision during the intern¬
ship was provided by the Acting Assistant District Manager.
The internship provided the writer with the opportunity to
work directly with all members of the organization. In addition to
being under the direct supervision of the Acting Assistant District
Manager, the writer was given the opportunity to work with the Service
Representative and the Claims Representatives. Such a working rela¬
tionship enabled the intern to directly observe staff members while
performing their respective duties.
During the period of the internship, the writer was respon¬
sible for the completion of several major projects: (I) Social
Security Card Application project; (II) Teller Claims project; and
(III) Continuing Disability Review project. The most important of
these projects was that of completing Social Security Card applica¬
tions for individuals who wanted a replacement or an original card.
Secondly, the intern handled disability claims, over the telephone,
for those individuals unable to come into the office. Lastly, the
intern scheduled and interviewed those individuals receiving benefits
to determine their continuing disability status.
In addition to the above designated duties, the intern came
into contact with recipients of AFDC who were seeking additional
Supplemental Security Income benefits. As a result of this contact,
the writer chose to examine AFDC and the measures that have been
implemented to reduce dependency.
III. STATEMENT OF I HE PROBLEM
In view of the fact that the Aid to Families with Dependent
Children program (AFDC) is the largest, most expensive of all the
welfare programs, it has received different reactions from different
people. The most negative reaction to it is that it perpetuates
dependency among the recipients. To address this issue of dependency,
the federal government introduced several reform measures enabling
recipients of AFDC to work for the financial assistance they receive.
These measures notwithstanding, the program is stil1 plagued





Long before the Great Depression of the 1930s, Americans
traditionally believed that insuring against old age, unemployment,
and other economic hardships was the primary responsibility of the
individual. With the exception of a selected few civil servants and
some state and local government employees, no program existed for
the bulk of society to generate income after retirement and no orga¬
nized program other than charity, existed to counter other economic
hardships.
Inadequate local relief efforts prompted welfare profes¬
sionals to question the American ideal of self-help. These profes¬
sionals urged the creation of federal unemployment relief, not as a
matter of charity, but as a matter of right. In spite of many Senate
hearings before the La Follett-Costigan Committee on unemployment
relief, the pleas of social workers and others, and the Committee's
findings that federal aid was needed. President Herbert Hoover firmly
opposed the federal government's getting involved. He based his oppo¬
sition on the contentions that federal aid would: (I) impair the
credit and solvency of the federal government; III) delay the natural
forces at work to restore prosperity, and (III) violate local respon¬
sibility and states' rights.^
7Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs, Income Mainten¬
ance Policy: An Analysis of Historical and Legislative Precedents
8
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The Mother's Pension Programs were the earliest forms of
relief that were implemented for the one group that was considered
particularly deserving: widowed mothers. In spite of the fact that
they were the only types of programs that provided for those in need,
it too, had several limitations. First, the assistance payments
were so low - approximately $20 to $50 per month - that most recip¬
ients worked as housekeepers or took in laundry to supplement their
public assistance, becond, the programs were optional to cities and
counties within the state. As a result, most states chose not to
provide aid to widowed mothers. However limited, the Mother's Pen¬
sion programs were clearly an attempt to aid the deserving poor in
the form of cash assistance.
In 1933, there were some fifteen million people unemployed.
The problems of unemployment and poverty, for the first time, were
seen as national in scope, which provided a legitimate concern for
the federal government to get involved. The federal government's
initial response was to offer temporary emergency relief and to
g
create massive job programs. In 1933, Congress enacted the federal
Emergency Relief Act (FERA) which was one of the earliest and most
significant New Deal programs. This Act extended assistance on a
broad scale to the able-bodied poor in the form of grants-1n-aid to
the states to be used for emergency unemployment relief, with
(Austin, Texas: University of Texas, 1978), p. 10.
p
Tom Joe and Cheryl Rogers, By the Few for the Few: The
Reagan Welfare Legacy (Lexington, MA: D. C. Heath and Company,
1985), p^l6.
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evidence of destitution being the prime determinant of eligibility.
Certain officials of the Roosevelt Administration, who were dissatis¬
fied with the concept of temporary relief as embodied in FERA, wanted
to develop a more permanent solution to the problems associated with
poverty. As a result, these officials advocated for a new piece of
legislation to ensure assistance on a broader basis. Their persist¬
ence led to the passage of the Social Security Act of 1935. This Act,
the centerpiece of President Roosevelt's New Deal, grew out of the
desire to protect people from unemployment, poverty, and income loss
on a long-term as well as a short-term basis following the depression.
There were two groups of programs included under the provisions of the
Social Security Act. They were:
(I) social insurance programs, including old age, survivors,
and disability insurance and unemployment insurance, both
of which distribute payments on the basis of prior earnings
and payroll contributions; and (II) public assistance pro¬
grams for the elderly, the blind, the disabled, and families
with dependent children - which provided income support on
the basis of need alone.9
The public assistance programs were needs-tested programs
implemented to assist specified groups to receive assistance. The
needs-tested programs were initially intended to be temporary stop¬
gaps that would eventually dissolve as a vigorous economy and a fully
developed social insurance system made them necessary.The AFDC
program was considered a relatively minor part of the Social Security
^Sar A. Levitan, Programs in Aid of the Poor (.Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1985), p. 25.
^^Tom Joe and Cheryl Rogers, By the Few,for the Few: The
Reagan Welfare Legacy, p. 18.
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Act in comparison to the Social Insurance programs. Initially, the
program was small but over the decades several expansions were made,
thus creating several new needs-tested programs. The Public Welfare
Amendments of 1962 changed the name of the Aid to Dependent Children
(AFDC) to reflect the enlarged focus of the program. In 1936, the
death of a parent was the single largest reason for receiving ADC.
The ADC program was by no means withering away. In fact, in 1961,
when President Kennedy took office, ADC was becoming a major political
liability. He signed a bill allowing states to extend ADC benefits to
two-parent families when the father was unemployed. But the real
change occurred in President Kennedy's special message to Congress on
February 1, 1962. He stated in that message to Congress that cash
assistance was an insufficient solution to a set of complicated social
and personal problems. President Kennedy further stated that there
was the need for services directed toward prevention and rehabilita¬
tion.^^ Thus, the answer to the growing welfare problem was services,
which he claimed would save money and rescue wasted lives. Federal
expenditures were increasing as well as the number of recipients
served.
The basic objective of the AFDC program is to assist in: (I)
providing "needy" children under eighteen years of age with financial
assistance; (II) encouraging the care of dependent children in their
own homes or in the homes of relatives or in foster family homes;
11 ibid., p. 19.
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(HI) helping such relatives, as far as practicable, to attain self-
support; and (IV) strengthening family life.^^ Today, the fifty
states and four jurisdictions (the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto
Rico, and the Virgin Islands) operate AFDC programs. Each program is
open to families headed by females as well as families headed by dis¬
abled males.
In 1961, twenty-six states and the District of Comumbia com¬
plemented their AFDC programs with AFDC-UP. The UP represents unem¬
ployed parent. The AFDC-UP is a similar kind of program that allows
two-parent households, in which the father works 100 hours or less per
month, to be eligible for benefits. The AFDC-UP program was created
by Congress to answer the charge that AFDC, by limiting benefits to
female-headed households, offered incentives for family break-ups.
Both AFDC and AFDC-UP exist at the discretion of the state.
The 1962 amendments created unrealistic expectations because
no one knew exactly what services to deliver, and the promise that
rehabilitation would reduce the welfare rolls and their cost was not
based on any evidence. AFDC is not only the costliest but also the
most controversial public assistance program. In May 1984, there were
10.9 million recipients, including 6.9 million children; benefits paid
17
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Social Security
Administration and Bureau of Public Assistance, Public Assistance
Under the Social Security Act, by Katiiryn D. Goodwin, p. 4
1
Frank Levy:, The Logic of Welfare Reform (Washington, D.C.:




during fiscal year 1984 totaled over $14 bill ion.These figures
have increased significantly over the years. Therefore, it is
believed that public assistance tends to hinder individuals from
excelling and achieving their maximum potentialities.
How AFDC is Financed
The cost of AFDC is shared by federal, state, and local govern¬
ments. Since 1958, the formulas have been designed to provide higher
Federal matching rates to states with more limited resources than to
other states. The federal share of AFDC benefits is computed in rela¬
tions to the annual per capita income of a state. There is a higher
percentage of federal matching funds to states with lower per capita
incomes and a lower percentage to states with higher per capita in-
16
comes.
Under the regular matching formula for AFDC, the federal
share is about 5/9, state government pays 3/9, and local governments
pay 1/9.^^ In addition, the federal government absorbs half of the
cost expended by the state for the administration of an AFDC program.
In 1980, a total of $1J1.5 billion was spent on an average of 10
billion AFDC recipients. The federal government contributed $5.75
18
of the total $12.5 billion, whereas in 1984, total payments for
^^Levitan, Programs in Aid of the Poor, p. 31.
^^Department of Health and Human Services, Social Security
Administration, Social Security Handbook, 1986 (Washington, D.C.;
Government Printing Office, 1986), pp. 370-371.
^^Levitan, Programs in Aid of the Poor, pp. 29-30.
1 Q
Department of Health and Human Services, Social Security
Administration, "Program Highlights," Social Secuity Bulletin:
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AFDC recipients were $14.5 billion for an average total of 10.8 million
recipients. The federal and state share equalled $7.8 billion and $6.7
19
billion, respectively. The monthly benefits increased from $280.00
in 1980 to $325.00 in 1984.
The State Responsibility
The state has the primary responsibility for the initiation and
development of its public assistance programs under the provisions of
the Social Security Act of 1935. The relationship between the federal
and state government is established voluntarily by a state. Once
established, this relationship is a continuous one: as long as the
state plan is approved and complied with, the state is able to receive
federal funds.
Each state presents a "state plan" describing its proposed
methods of administering public assistance consistent with national
policy, as expressed in the Social Security Act. In accordance with
the federal act, the submittal and approval of a state plan, by the
Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services, is a prerequi-
20site to a state obtaining federal grants-in-aid. The main purpose of
Annual Statistical Supplement (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1981), p. 11.
1Q
Department of Health and Human Services, Social Security
Administration, "Program Highlights," Social Security Bulletin:
Annual Statistical Supplement (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1986), p.ll.
^^Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Social Security
Administration and Bureau of Public Assistance, Public Assistance Under
the Social Security Act, by Kathryn D. Goodwin, p. 8.
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the "state plan" is to establish a mutual understanding with respect
to the legal and administrative conditions of the state's operation
and the criteria governing its decisions in written form. The state
is charged with the responsibility of determining eligibility for aid,
and how much aid an eligible person will receive.
To be approved for federal financial participation, a state
plan for AFDC must provide, among other things, for:
(1) operation of the program in all jurisdictions
throughout the state;
(2) use of state funds, including funds from local
political jurisdictions if the state requires
local participation to meet the non-Federal
share of program costs;
(3) designation of a single state agency to administer
the plan or to supervise its administration by
local agencies, following mandatory state regula¬
tions ;
(4) methods of administration necessary for proper and
efficient operation of the plan, including a merit
system of personnel standards and the training and
use of paid sub-professionals staff and volunteers;
(5) safeguards that restrict the use and disclosure of
information about AFDC applicants and recipients;
(6) opportunity for anyone wishing to do so to apply
for assistance under the plan without delay and
the provision of cash assistance with reasonable
promptness to all individuals;
(7) opportunity for a fair hearing before the State
agency for assistance; claimants whose applications
are denied or not acted upon with reasonable prompt¬
ness or who are aggrieved by any other agency action
affecting receipt, suspension, reduction, or termina¬
tion of assistance or by agency policy as it affects
their situations;
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(8) submittal to the Social ,Security Administration
of reports necessary to the proper administration
of the program;
(9) in determining the applicants' need, consideration
of any income and resources, as well as any expenses
reasonably attributable to the earnings of such
income, except for the following: (a) all earned
income of any child receiving AFDC who is a full-time
or part-time student who is not a full-time employee;
and (b) the first $30 a month, plus one-third of the
remainder of the total monthly earned income of all
other individuals whose needs are included in the
family assistance payment;
(10) registration for manpower services, training, and
employment (the work incentive (WIN) program) of all
individuals in the AFDC family except those specific¬
ally exempted in the Act;
(11) help for children in the form of foster care under
the conditions specified in Title IV-A of the federal
act; and
(12) prompt notice to the state child-support collection
agency of the furnishing of assistance to a child
(including a child born out of wedlock) deserted or
abandoned by a parent and a requirement that the
parent or relative of the child cooperate in the
efforts to obtain court-ordered support payments due
to the child or the parent who is applying for aid.^^
The state is held accountable for all funds that are expended under its
plan, in the final analysis, the state is responsible for the plan and
its operation, for the activities of the "single state agency," and
for other agencies in the administration of the plan. The state plan
21
Department of Health and Human Services, Social Seturity
Administration, "Program Highlights," Social Security Bulletin:
Annual Statistical Supplement (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1981), p. 19.
^^Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Social Security
Administration and Bureau of Public Assistance, Public Assistance
Under the Social Security Act, by Kathryn D. Goodwin, p. 10.
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may not be approved if it includes any residential requirement which
excludes any person who is a resident of that state. In accordance
with the Secretary of Health and Human Services,a resident is one who
is living in a state voluntarily with intention of making his/her home
23there/
Federal Government's Responsibility
The Office of Family Assistance of the Social Security Adminis¬
tration administers the public assistance titles of the Social Security
Act. The federal government's objectives include the development, main¬
tenance, and improvement of a stable AFDC program through which states
furnish financial assistance to needy persons in order to help them
achieve as much economic and personal independence as possible. The
federal government's task is very simple, yet somewhat complicated at
the same time. It involves:
(1) assuring that federal grants are made and used in
compliance with the Social Security Act;
(2) collecting state and national data to advise the
Department, Congress, and others on public assist¬
ance and related programs; and
(3) cooperating with national public and private agencies
and organizations to improve public understanding of
the programs, participating in the coordination of
nation wide social service activities, encouraging
local agencies in community planning, exchanging
OO
Department of Health and Human Services, Social Security
Administration, Office of Family Assistance, Characteristics of
State Plans for Aid to Families with Dependent Children (Washington
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1984), p. XV.
^^Department of Health and Human Services, Social Security
Administration, Aid to Families with Dependent Children: An Overview,
October 1977," Social Security Bulletin, vol. 40, no. 10 (October 1977):
18.
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technical knowledge and experience, and encouraging
allied groups to provide services needed by public
assistance recipients.25
The federal government is able to carry out its responsibilities by
developing program policies and standards interpreting the language
and intent of the federal law by reviewing and evaluating state opera¬
tions. It also certifies federal grants to states and provides profes¬
sional and technical assistance.
AFDC Controversy
There are many controversial issues surrounding the AFDC program.
Several changes have occurred over the years. Participants have in¬
creased, so have costs, the proportion of families needing assistance
26
because of desertion, divorce, separation, or unmarried parenthood.
Such changes in the AFDC caseload have reflected important changes in
the American social structure as a whole: expanding population, rising
cost of living and increased family disorganization. These changes
occurred primarily when the social structure suggested the need to move
AFDC from a child-centered to a family-centered program because the
total family, not just the child, was involved, in order to provide
for a healthy family situation for a child, the entire family structure
must be stable. In short, the weaknesses of ADC, according to critics,
centered on AFDC as a family program, not as a child welfare program.
Liberals found fault with the absence of federal standards for a
25lbid., p. 18.
2^M. Elaine Burgess and Daniel 0. Price, An American Dependency
Challenge (Durham, M.C.: Seeman Printery, 1963), p. 5.
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comprehensive system of income support and constraints on the more
aggressive use of government powers to improve the quality of life.
On the other hand, conservatives contend that the welfare system has
grown too large and unwieldy, frequently undermining the very objec¬
tives that it was designed to achieve.
Under attack from both sides, the image of the AFDC program as
irrational, unmanageable, and in need of immediate reform measures has
27
come to dominate popular wisdom in the mid-1980s.
^^Sar A* Levitan, "The Evolving Welfare System," Society
January/February 1986, p. 4.
V. METHODOLOGY
The research methodology utilized in this study is that of
descriptive analysis. Descriptive analysis describes and interprets
"what is." It is primarily concerned with conditions that exist, as
well as beliefs, points of view, and attitudes that are held.
It is this writer's opinion that descriptive analysis is advan¬
tageous in assessing the practices that prevail, effects that are being
felt and trends that are developing. Descriptive analysis is also used
to identify goals and objectives and the ways in which they may be
reached. Descriptive analysis involves more than fact-gathering and
tabulation. It deals with the analysis and interpretation of the data
which have been gathered for a specific purpose, for the understanding
and solution of significant problems.
In conducting this study, the writer used primary and secondary
sources of data. The primary sources consisted of interviews with
officials in the Georgia Department of Human Resources and the Social
Security Administration. The collection of secondary data is relevant
in determining whether the reform measures implemented over the years
successfully dealt with the issue of dependency. Secondary sources
comprise books, periodicals and government documents.
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VI. ANALYSIS
For years. Congress and the administration have tried without
success to reform the welfare system. A number of proposals have been
debated to correct what is customarily described as "the welfare mess,"
but a consensus is yet to be formed. The issue of work incentives
has been the central dilemna in congressional debates, since more and
more of society is dependent on public assistance at one time or another.
In assessing dependency, according to Joan Couch, Chief of the Planning
and Statistics Unit, Georgia Department of Human Resources, Atlanta,
Georgia, the word dependent is operationalized as "any individual,
adult or child, that is receiving benefits from the Aid to Families
28
with Dependent Children program." In order to comprehend the vast
number of dependents, it is important to include every recipient re¬
gardless of their length of dependency.
Tying work requirements to public assistance for the able-bodied
seems to be the obvious solution to the work disincentives and demo¬
ralizing effects of welfare. Work is believed to be the only means of
independence and the basis of one's pride and dignity.
Over the years, the concept of welfare has come to gain a broad
array of bipartisan support, thanks to public concern as to the long
term effects of dependency on the recipients and the recipients'
^^Interview with Joan Couch, Chief - Planning and Statistics




children. The Community Work and Training program (CWT), established
by the Public Welfare Amendments of 1962, was the first attempt to reform
welfare. The program was designed with the basic intent of increasing
the employability of AFDC recipients, "by offering them work experience
which would help to develop the positive work habits and attitudes that
29
were required to obtain permanent employment." Additionally, the CWT
program was to reduce public criticism of the AFDC program by providing
training for the unemployed AFDC recipients over eighteen years of age.
The initial focus of skill-training programs was to retrain
workers whose skills had become obsolete resulting from the changes in
technology. The Manpower Development and Training Act (MUTA) of 1962
provided for the institutional training for the unemployed and underem¬
ployed. As time elapsed, it became apparent that workers at the margin
of the labor force, including those new entrants with very little job
skills, were even more in need of training. As a result, basic educa¬
tion courses were included.
In 1964, Title V of the Economic Opportunity Act established an
even larger employment and training program for the public assistance
recipients: the Work Experience and Training Program (WET). WET was
similar to CWT in its emphasis and methods; in fact, WET replaced CWT.
Limitations existed as to the effectiveness of WET. First, the program
was run on a voluntary basis, and secondly, emphasis was placed on
work experience as opposed to training, which limited the ability
pq
Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs, Income Maintenance
Policy: An Analysis of Historical and Legislative Precedents, p. 27.
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of the program to prepare AFDC recipients for meaningful employment
in private industry. The combination of the above-mentioned elements
resulted in the demise of the program's existence.
As a result of the WET experience, Congress, "intent upon hold¬
ing down the continued growth of the AFDC caseload, and ... disillu¬
sioned with the 1962 panacea of services, began to react more forcibly
to the problem of dependency." The reaction of Congress was clearly
codified in the Social Security Amendments of 1967 with the establish¬
ment of the Work Incentive program (WIN). WIN was not an original
idea, rather it represented incremental revisions and el adorations on
programs and policies that were previously established. The program
intended to place more and more welfare recipients on jobs, at least
on a part-time basis, by not penalizing them on a dol1ar-for-dol1ar
basis for earnings.
The WIN program, with its work requirements and congressional
support, had the potentials of reclassifying mothers of dependent
children from the deserving to the nondeserving category of the poor.
For all AFDC recipients, it was mandatory for them to participate in
work or training programs. Refusal to participate would jeopardize
the recipients' eligibility for AFDC. In making participation manda¬
tory, Congress effectively prevented able-bodied individuals from being
considered part of the deserving poor.
2®Mark Rein, Work or Welfare? Factors in the Choice for AFDC
Mothers (New York: Praeger Publishers, inc., 1974), p. 85.
^^Stuart Butler and Anna Kondratas, Out of the Poverty Trap:
A Conservative Strategy for Welfare Reform (New York: The Free Press,
1987), p. 143.
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The enactment of the WIN program can be viewed, in general
terms,as arising from four elements: (I) the work requirement prece¬
dent established by the AFDC-UP legislation (requiring all recipients
to register with the state employment office); (II) the phenomenal in¬
crease in AFDC rolls; (III) constituent pressures on Congress to con¬
tain the rising cost of welfare; and (IV) congressional disillusionment
with the "services" approach of the early 1960s.
When measured against its goals, taking welfare recipients off
the rolls and placing them on jobs, the WIN program has been a complete
failure. The major reasons contributed to the WIN's lack of success
can be traced primarily to: (I) Congress' failure to appropriate ade¬
quate funds; (II) an unwillingness by the states and the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) to enforce WIN to the letter of the
law; and (III) congressional permissiveness with regard to enforce-
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ment.
The whole idea of reducing welfare dependency is good in theo¬
retical terms but when it comes to implementation of reform measures,
failure always seems towin out. In the case of the WIN program. Con¬
gress was not fully prepared to spend the excessive amount of money
required to put every feasible individual through a system of training
and into the labor market due to budgetary constraints.
The states were left with the task of selecting the recipients
that would participate in the WIN program. In an effort to help the
^^Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs, Income Mainten-




states reduce the number of people to be enrolled in WIN, HEW estab¬
lished "priority of referral" guidelines. Under the guidelines, only
unemployed fathers receiving AFDC-UP benefits, and children over the
age of sixteen were required to participate. Mothers with children
were referred on a volunteer basts.By eliminating all mothers from
required participation in WIN, HEW severely restricted the intent of
the WIN amendment by placing all female adult participants in the
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class of volunteers.
In 1971, after the failure of the WIN program. Congress
amended the Social Security Act to create the WIN II program. The
creation of the WIN II program was an alternative to Richard Nixon's
Family Assistance Plan (FAP), which failed to garner political support.
WIN II offered no originality to welfare reform. It basically con¬
sisted of the structured faults that were seen in the WIN program,
such as wide state discretion and unenforced sanctions. As a result,
the success record of WIN II was far less than impressive. It is
estimated that WIN II moved 130,000 people off the welfare rolls in
1985, which merely accounted for about one percent of the AFDC case-
1 36load.
The Family Assistance Plan (FAP), proposed as a welfare reform
measure by President Richard Nixon, was to abolish the AFDC program
34ibid., pp. 29-30.
^^Mark Rein, Work or Welfare? Factors in the Choice for AFDC
Mothers, p. 87.
^^David Whitman, "The Key to Welfare Reform," The Atlantic,
June 1987, p. 23.
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and replace it with a federally-guaranteed minimum income for all poor
families with children. Unfortunately, the proposal was unable to
obtain political support.
In an attempt to counter the problems associated with the WIN
II program and the failure of FAP, the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act (CETA) was passed by Congress in 1973 to ease federal
37restrictions on program structure. CETA was to provide employment
for AFDC recipients, mostly in the public sector, through state and
local agencies. From the very beginning, .CETA experienced administra¬
tive difficulties. In view of the fact that local administrators were
given a broad latitude of authority, there were complaints that CETA
was inadequately targeted and that it often provided dead-end employ¬
ment.
In spite of the reform measures that were implemented, the
ABDC caseload was rapidly increasing. This negative reaction to
reform measures caused the federal government to reduce funding for
work and training programs by approximately 50 percent from 1981 to
1986. The main program, the Work Incentive Program, known as WIN,
was reduced even more sharply, from $365 million in 1981 to $110
million in 1987.^^
The most important welfare reform measure implemented during
the Reagan administration centered around the 1981 Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act (OBRA). OBRA contained several provisions that
^^Levitan, Programs in Aid to the Poor, p. 116.
^^Whitman, "The Key to Welfare Reform," p. 23.
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targeted assistance to those most in need; improving program adminis-
tration; and strengthening work requirements. The budget allowed
states to establish workfare programs, such as the Community Work
Experience Program (CWEP), in an attempt to make welfare recipients
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more employable. CWEP enabled states, for the first time, to require
able-bodied recipients, who did not have young children, to partici¬
pate. Under CWEP, AFDC recipients are assigned to work in public or
private non-profit agencies. The recipients are to provide a service,
and at the same time, acquire work experience in exchange for their
benefits. OBRA created the WIN Demonstration Program, which replaced
the WIN program because of its failure in involving recipients in work
activities and effectively working with those recipients whose recent
■■
experiences or job skills were inadequate.
OBRA contributed several innovative ideas to welfare reform.
The most important contribution of OBRA was that it enacted specific
changes in the AFDC benefit formula. First, the manner in which work-
related deductions were treated are now being changed. For example,
before the passage of OBRA, the AFDC benefit of someone with $40 of
work-related expenses were simply increased by $40 in order to reim¬
burse the full amount of the expense. The OBRA legislation requires
that the $40 be subtracted from the gross earnings to obtain a net
^^Congress, House, Committee on Ways and Means, President's
AFDC Work Proposal and the White House Domestic Policy Council Evalua¬
tion of Federal Welfare Programs, 99th Cong., 2d sess., 27 February
1986, p. 1.
^^Butler and Kondratas, Out of the Poverty Trap: A Conserva¬
tive Strategy for Welfare Reform, p. 143.
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earnings amount. Secondly, the amount of work-related expenses that
could be claimed for deductions were capped. Maximums were set that
were lower than previously allowed. Lastly, new assets limits for
eligibility were imposed. Prior to OBRA, each state had its own
assets limits (maximum of the value of real and financial assets that
a family could have to be eligible for AFDC). The changes implemented
by OBRA appeared to move in the same direction in reducing the AFDC
caseload. Unfortunately, a 1986 study conducted by Vickey Albert and
Michael Wiseman, of the University of California at Berkeley, found a
marked lengthening of stays on AFDC in California. It was concluded
that the effects of OBRA have been perverse in that it left the state
with a more expensive and, in the long run, more dependent caseload.
Instead of removing the 'hard core' group of recipients, OBRA elimin¬
ated individuals that were at or near the margin, those likely to leave
anyway.
The Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act (TEFRA) of 1932
provided states with the options of offering Job Search to AFDC recipi¬
ents. Under Job Search, states are better able to help individuals
prepare for and find employment by providing a range of services that
include interviewing techniques, methods for identifying jobs and
42
instructions in completing job applications. In addition, in the
Deficit Reduction Act (DEFRA), Congress allowed states to operate
Grand Diversion programs, which pool the welfare benefits of a
^^Whitraan, "The Key to Welfare JReform," p. 23.
^^Levitan, Programs in Aid Of the Poor, p. 2.
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number of recipients to provide wage subsidies.^^ Eleven states are
currently operating such projects.
It was only in the last six years, with the Community Work
Experience, Job Search, Grant Diversion and the WIN Demonstration,
that, for the first time, welfare agencies appear to have an oppor¬
tunity to get involved and really help adult recipients of AFDC attain
and retain capability for maximum self-support. It is important to
point out that the above programs are extensions of the concept of
'workfare.' Workfare is a term traditionally used to describe work-
off-your-grant schemes where welfare recipients perform public services
tasks in return for their welfare grants. In reality, workfare is a
varient of public service jobs with one important difference; it is
not a job, rather, it is a working-off of benefits currently re-
• 44
ceived.
The various criticisms of the welfare system have generated
rather disparate approaches to reform. Several attempts were made to
reverse the present state of dependency. States like Florida and New
York found some difficulty, yet attempts were made. Within the general
work-welfare approach, there is some debate in determining the one
best way to provide assistance to the employable population of welfare
recipients. Several states (Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts and Cali¬
fornia) have experienced success in attempting to employ the
42lbid., p. 2.
44congress, Senate, Joint Economic Committee, Workforce Versus
Welfare: Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Trade, Productivity, and
Economic Growth, 99th Cong., 2d sess., 23 April 1986, p. 8.
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Workfare programs are very expensive and it depends heavily
on the s.tates to ensure its success. Some states have insisted that
welfare recipients should work for their welfare checks; others have
developed sequences that commence with instructions in job finding
techniques and continue for those who remain unplaced with short term
mandatory public employment. Some states have found that workfare
programs are not effective as proven by state self-evaluations that
have been conducted, most recently in Florida and New York. These
states concluded that workfare costs more than it saves in reducing
welfare dependency. But elsewhere, most notably in Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts and California, the combination of very generous bene¬
fits, sophisticated education and training programs, and child care
adds up to something that holds real if modest promise.
Case Study I: Florida
In Duval County, Florida, a workfare program operated from
September 1983 through September 1984. A total of 1,160 food stamp
recipients participated in the program. This figure represented
approximately 11 percent of all food stamps recipients at the project
site during the year. Of the 54,282 work hours assigned, approxi¬
mately 41 percent were actually completed. There were 279 workfare
clients that were employed during the project period. Ninety-three
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of them were fortunate to find work through self-employment efforts,
but only thirteen clients obtained employment as a direct result of
4cthe workfare program.
The total direct cost of the program amounted to $1,599,872,00.
From the government/taxpayer's perspective, for every dollar spent,
only sixteen cents was returned, a net loss of eighty-four cents on
each dollar, but from the perspective of the government/taxpayer, work
site employer, and workfare participant, for every dollar spent, only
seventy-one cents was returned, a net loss of twenty-nine cents on
each dollar. In general, the recipients felt better about receiving
public assistance after having worked, but it was not the same as being
totally self-sufficient and having a real 'paying' job.
Case Study II: New York
New York State implemented the Public Work Program (PWP) in
1984. PWP was the workfare program for public assistance recipients
to earn their welfare checks by working in public and non-profit
agencies. In theory, PWP participants would learn the job skills and
work habits necessary to secure unsubsidized employment. In reality,
it was found that PWP participants assigned to various worksites were
unable to develop the basic skills required because they lacked the
fundamental skills needed. It was concluded that the PWP program was
not cost-effective for several reasons. First, the Government was




Secondly, PWP participants generally did not receive job skills train¬
ing. As a result, only 3 percent were able to find unsubsidized employ¬
ment as a result of the experience. Lastly, the PWP interfered with
operations at the worksites, which resulted in reducing the produc-
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tivity rate.
Case Study III: Maine
Maine's Welfare, Employment, Education and Training program
(WEET) began operating in 1982 as a WIN Demonstration Program. The pro¬
gram was developed in response to the economic conditions of the state
and the need of welfare women for intensive training, education, and
work experience. The program was designed to achieve two innovative
objectives: to provide a wide range of education and training activi¬
ties, and to work with the state's economic development agencies to
target new jobs for AFDC recipients. Females first came to WEET for
assessment and employability counseling, to get help meeting training
program entrance requirements, and for job search assistance, if they
were ready to enter the labor market.
For those who participate in training, WEET offers activities
which improves their employability. Activities such as remedial educa¬
tion, preparation for the GED exam, and prevocational training are pro¬
vided. WEET also offers specific occupations such as post-secondary
education at the University of Maine and skills training through voca¬




placed on jobs, an increase of 30 percent since the program's imple-
mentation in 1982. In view of the fact that the program wants to
help as many AFDC recipients as possible remain off welfare permanently,
it maintains contact with them for a year after they are placed.
In addition, Maine is participating in an experimental program
to test the effectiveness of grant diversion for moving AFDC recipients
into employment. Grant diversion is a mechanism whereby the AFDC bene¬
fit is used to subsidize wages paid by an employer, who also provides
on-the-job training. Preliminary results show that this transition
mechanism is an effective strategy, but only for a small proportion of
the state's AFDC caseload.
Case Study IV: Maryland
Maryland's Employment Initiatives (El) Program is funded
through the WIN Demonstration Program. The program was initiated in
1982 in Baltimore City and rural Wicomico County. El offers a package
of program activities leading to unsubsidized employment. These
activities include skills and remedial training, on job search tech¬
niques, and financial incentives to both employer and participants.
The program has several unique features. First, the program uses WIN
Demonstration funds to leverage other state, county,and city resources.
It has established linkages with local educational agencies, community
colleges, and the private sector in order to ensure delivery of a wide
range of services to clients.
^^U.S., Congress, House, "Opportunity for Self-Sufficiency for
Women in Poverty," 99th Cong., 1st sess., 1985, Educational Resources
Information Center, 10 December 1985, p. 23.
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Second, Maryland also operates a grant diversion program simi¬
lar to Maine's. A portion of the welfare grant is diverted to an
employer who provides an on-the-job training experience to the parti¬
cipant who then receives a regular wage.
Third, by Maryland avoiding unnecessary and complicated program
requirements and keeping contractual arrangements with employers
simple, the program has been able to keep administrative costs low and
maximize resources available for participants.
In the first two and one-half years of the program's operation,
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El has placed 1,500 participants in jobs. Participants who were
formerly on AFDC receive an average entry level wage of $4.25 per hour.
The estimated AFDC savings over two years is nearly $4 million, plus
other benefits to the state such as increased tax revenues and econo-
. . 49
mic activity.
Cast Study V: Massachusetts
Massachusetts implemented the Employment and Training (ET)
Choices Program in 1984. The ET CHOICES Program is one of the largest
experimental programs being conducted by a state. ET has returned
nearly 20,000 public assistance recipients to work neither full or
50
part-time, saving the state an estimated $60 million. All the jobs
are unsubsidized and most of them are in the private sector.
^^Ibid., p. 23.
'^^Ibid., p. 24,
^^David L. Kirp, "The California Work/Welfare Scheme," The
Public Interest, Spring 1986, p. 44.
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The program offers a wide variety of work-related activities
for participants. Each participant receives an initial appraisal and
develops an employment plan with the help of ET staff. Once the em¬
ployment is developed, participants have the option of pursuing
career planning; education and training (including English courses as
a second language, pursuing a General Education Degree, enrolling in
a community college, or job skills training); supported work or on-
the-job training; and job development and placement.
In 1984, the first year of the program, ET CHOICES produced
the following results.
1. ET participants were placed into unsubsidized private
jobs in more than 4,000 companies and businesses
located throughout the state;
2. Seventy-five percent of ET participants were placed
into full-time employment at wages twice as large
as the welfare grants which previously supported
their families (at an average wage of $5.00 per
hour);
3. Fifty-seven percent of full-time placements received
employer-sponsored, private health insurance;
4. Eighty-five percent of ET participants were still
employed after thirty days; and
5. Eighty percent of these participants remain employed
after six months,
The program has also implemented a number of management
accountability features which the state feels has contributed to its
success. First, it has developed local welfare office goals which
specify the number of referrals and job placements for which ET staff
^^U.S. Congress, House, "Opportunities for Self-Sufficiency
for Women in Poverty," p, 24.
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are responsible. Second, it has developed performance-based contracts
which provides ET services and instituted a contract management system.
Each contract and interagency agreement includes specific performance
goals, which may include: competency levels for individuals; number of
participants to be served; number of placements; average wage; and job
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retention rates.
As stated above, the program has saved the state $60 million
in less than two years. The average cost of an ET CHOICES placement
if $3,000, compared to an average cost of $7,000 per year to support an
AFDC recipient who is eligible for Medicaid and food stamps. Thus, the
state contends, each successfully employed ET CHOICES graduate will
immediately save the state and federal governments $2,000 each. From
1984 through 1988, the state estimates that the program will save
$95.5 million in AFDC and Medicaid costs and will produce an extra
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$5.3 million in new tax revenues.
Case Study VI: California
In San Diego, California, the Greater Avenues to Independence
(GAIN) program, adopted in 1985, has attracted the greatest amount of
attention. The GAIN program borrowed the most plausible ideas that
had been tried elsewhere and added a few innovations of its own to
develop a welfare reform that, for the first time, accounted for every
possible need that a welfare recipient would have. The GAIN program
^^Ibid., p. 25.
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concentrates on an estimated 190,00.0 welfare recipients, accounting
for more than one-third of the adults on the welfare rolls. The pur¬
pose of the program was to place recipients on jobs that would per¬
manently keep them out of the welfare system.
The strategies that San Diego has chosen are impressive.
First, the initial screening process separates the non-English speakers
in order to provide them with the English language instruction needed
before their job searches commence. Secondly, the recipients of wel¬
fare are separated on the basis of their work histories. Those who
have worked during the last two years, can most easily be placed and
are initially enrolled in a three-month "job club," where they brush
up on the basic requied skills.
Those who participate in the job search, classes were 20 per¬
cent more likely to be employed. Those unable to find work have
alternatives that include up to two years of on-the-job training,
subsidized private employment, or attend vocationally oriented com¬
munity colleges. Recipients negotiate contracts with caseworkers that
binds both the individual and the welfare bureaucracy. Those who have
not worked for more than two years skip the job club stage on the
assumption that their short comings are more basic and enroll imme¬
diately in a training program that fits their preferences and compe¬
tencies. Recipients who remain unemployed after participating in the
training program are required by law to work for the state for no
more than one year in order to pay off their welfare benefit. This
is generally called workfare, but in California, these jobs are
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valued at the sarae hourly rate as the average starting salary in the
state. This work is not intended as busy-work but as preparation for
permanent employment. Finally, if there is still no job in sight after
a year on workfare, the cycle of training begins again.
The most important aspect of the GAIN program is that it
acknowledges that more than training is required if welfare mothers are
going to take advantage of what's being offered. This is why California
has state aid providing for everything from personal counseling, de¬
signed to ease the transition out of the home, to subsidies for com¬
muting. Most importantly, California spends at least $134 million
annually to purchase after-school child care for the dependents of
working mothers. The GAIN program is a patchwork of policy ideas, all
of which have been tried before, but never in this combination and never
with such promising support.
Recipients' Attitudes
Recipients are more than willing to work in order to become
productive and tax-paying citizens. Recipients identify working and
having a good job with self-esteem and esteem for others. They aspire
to give their children a good education, a nice home and a good job.
Welfare becomes an acceptable alternative only after they have expe¬
rienced failure in the world of work.
In a survey conducted in San Diego, California, of a subsample
of worksite participants and their supervisors, participants were
generally found to possess needed skills when they began their assign¬
ments; those who did not acquired them during their EWEP experience.
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Supervisors found that EWEP participants were as productive as regular
workers in the same entry-level wage range.The great majority of
worksite participants surveyed expressed satisfaction with their jobs
and also indicated that the requirement of work was fair.
A 1982 survey conducted by the Bureau of the Census found that
36 percent of low-income women and 45 percent of single women who were
not employed said that they would be among the working class lf they
could find satisfactory and affordable child care. Additionally, 21
percent of mothers who worked part-time said they would work more
55hours per week if they could find such care. The above statements
are among the many factual pieces of evidence that disprove the claim
made by critics that AFDC recipients prefer not to work.
^"^Ibid., p. 27.
^^Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, "Child Care
Arrangements of the Working Mothers: June 1982," Current Population
Reports, Special Studies Series P-23, No. 129, pp. 15-19.
VII. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusion
Over the years, the distinction has been lost that it is okay
to be on welfare if need is there, but it is not okay to stay there
if you have other options. AFDC has become a program that permits
able-bodied adults to choose welfare over work. This choice is defi¬
nitely not what Congress intended and this is not what society wants
to support. Unfortunately, the reform measures that have been imple¬
mented over the years were inadequate in terms of dealing with the
issue of dependency. Everything looks great on paper but implementa¬
tion focuses in on the reality of disaster.
Work programs have the b.asic intent of helping recipients of
public assisance to choose economic independence and breaking the
cycle of welfare dependency. Thework ethic that shaped our nation and
drives our lives is alive in AFDC recipients. They have the same
desire to be self-sufficient but are lacking the basic tools essential
for survival outside of public assistance. Basic tools are inclusive
of certain elements such as education and training but in this case,
self-confidence is also included.
In view of the attempts made to counter the problem of welfare
dependency, it has been noted that: the reason Congress has found it
difficult to devise a reform measure that provides universal benefits
at a level regarded as reasonable, that preserves work incentives, and
40
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that is not vastly more expensive than President Nixon's proposal is
that no such reform exists or can be devised. These objectives are
mutually inconsistent.^^
Therefore, if is left to the states to develop their own
reform measures. More states must follow in the footsteps of Maine,
Maryland, Massachusetts and California. These states have proven,
beyond a reasonable doubt, that welfare reform measures can work as
long as the state is willing to incur the expenses necessary to turn
able-bodied welfare recipients into self-supporting taxpayers.
Recommendations
It is apparent that Public Assistance does lead to a state of
dependency. Welfare recipients are locked into the system--some by
choice and some by circumstances beyond their control. Finding employ¬
ment for welfare recipients needs to become a state priority. Income
maintenance and social assistance programs are being cut back; a vigo¬
rous effort is needed to direct resources toward creating employment
and training opportunities for those who are able to work. This is
the only approach that will increase the standard of living for those
who are now dependent on welfare. Once employed, welfare recipients
will be better able to care for themselves and better able to provide
a better life for their children beyond their present means. This
approach, once implemented, will increase tax revenues, which will
enable the states to appropriate additional funds in assisting those
S^Henry J. Aaron, Why is Wei fare^so Hard to Reform? (Washing¬
ton, D.C.: The Brookings Institute, 1973), pp. 68-69.
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recipients, unable to find employment,
In reviewing the major reforms implemented over the years, it
is reasonable to conclude that a successful reform measure must include
the following elements:
A. First, the program should include a prevocational
workshop where strong emphasis is placed on self-
awareness, peer support and job preparational skills.
Recipients are reluctant to enter the work force because they lack con¬
fidence in their abilities. Peer support will aid the recipients by
enhancing their self-confidence and self-esteem both in preparing for
work and in providing continued support while on the job.
B. Second, the program should provide the recipients
with adequate job-skills and training in preparing
them to meet the demands of the work force.
C. Third, recipients in need of remedial educational
training should be afforded the opportunity to con¬
tinue their education;
D. Finally, the program should provide subsidized child
care for working AFDC recipients.
Such a program would be expensive to implement but the end results will
far exceed the initial expenses. Massachusetts and California have
proven that such programs can work.
The key to the success of such a program would be to continue
the public assistance benefits for the first six months to a year after
the recipients have been placed. (The continued benefits would depend
on the nature of the job.) Continued benefits would be in the form of
medical benefits and the option of living in low-income subsidized
housing. It is the writer's opinion that the above-mentioned elements
would constitute a major step forward in reducing the welfare rolls and
the present state of dependency.
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